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1911       The " contingency " referred to in the Cabinet Memorandum of
Ago 58 ig^ November, 1910, had now so evidently arisen that as soon as
the Committee stage was over (14th July) the Cabinet submitted the "
following minute to the King :
Cabinet Minute to the King.
July 14,1911,
The Amendments made in the House of Lords to the Parliament Bill
are destructive of its principle and purpose, both in regard to finance
and to general legislation. There is hardly one of them which, in its
present form, the Government could advise the House of Commons, or
the majority of the House of Commons could be persuaded, to accept.
The Bill might just as well have been rejected on Second Reading. It
follows that if, without any preliminary conference and arrangement, the
Lords' Amendments are in due course submitted to the House of
Commons they will be rejected en bloc by that House, and a complete
deadlock between the two Houses will be created. Parliament having
been twice dissolved during the last eighteen months, and the future
relations between the two Houses having been at both Elections a
dominant issue, a third Dissolution is wholly out of the question. Hence,
in the contingency contemplated, it will be the duty of Ministers to
advise the Crown to exercise its Prerogative so as to get rid of the dead-
lock and secure the passing of the Bill. In such circumstances Ministers
cannot entertain any doubt that the Sovereign would feel it to be his
Constitutional duty to accept their advice.
Three days later the King intimated that he accepted the advice of
his Ministers.
So far Asquith had scrupulously observed the condition laid down
in the November memorandum that no communication of the
intentions of the Crown " should be made public unless and until
the actual occasion should arise," and to the last he had hoped that
no public communication would be necessary. But Lord Lans-
downe and the Unionist leaders were now in a position in which it
was all but impossible for them to yield except under visible
coercion. They had not merely amended but changed out of recog-
nition the Bill as presented to them by the Government; and they
were faced by a powerful body of their own party which had
assumed—and not unreasonably—that they would never have
committed themselves so deeply, if they had had any thought of
yielding. Though it is evident that they themselves had con-
templated the creation of Peers as a factor to be reckoned with, as
soon as the election was over,1 they had acted as if it could be
Qtaegarded, aixd had done nothing to correct the belief widely
1 See Life of Lan&downe, Letter from Mr. Balfour to Lord Lansdowne, pp.

